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XOD CLASS
CENTENARY OFFER
SAFASAIL Caps are safer than current
sailing caps.
Bump caps worn on building sites to
protect against minor injuries to the top of
the head meet the requirements of EU
Standard Specification EN812.
For sailors, the main danger is being hit
by the boom.
SAFASAIL Caps besides meeting the
Specification EN812, provide protection
against side impact and also include chin straps
to avoid the caps being blown off in a gust.

A

SPECIAL
PRICE
£18.00

The ultimate in head protection is a helmet, but most adult sailors are reluctant to
wear helmets. SAFASAIL Caps offer the best compromise as they incorporate a hard
injection moulded shell and foam padding at the sides as well as the top.

B

SAFASAIL Caps are made with a large peak to protect against bright sunshine
ahead. An alternative SAFASAIL is available with a narrow peak to enable the helm
to look up to see the wind indicator at the top of the mast.
SAFASAIL Caps are adjustable to fit most adult head sizes. For very small heads,
additional strips of self adhesive foam are available free of charge.
There are 3 models of SAFASAIL Caps with XOD Centenary logo embroidered.
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A

B
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Two tone blue and
standard peak

Navy blue with
red edging and
standard peak

Navy blue with
narrow red peak.

Payment: Cheque payable to SAFASAIL or
email: sales@safasail.co.uk to pay by bank transfer
Deliver to: (Please provide details)

ORDER FORM
Please supply:

x SAFASAIL Cap

A with embroidery

Name

x SAFASAIL Cap

B with embroidery

Address

x SAFASAIL Cap

C with embroidery

Total number of caps

@ £18.00
Post code

Total cost £
Tel
Email

POST TO:
SAFASAIL, Oakwood, Waterstone Close, Itchenor, Chichester PO20 7BP
E-mail: tomttait@safasail.co.uk Tel: 01243 512088 or 020 8878 1979
SAFASAIL is a registered trademark

